Bizzy Bees Pre-School
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MK43 9JB
Tel: 01234 767785
Website: www.bizzybeespreschool.org
Email: bizzybeespre_school@btconnect.com

11.1 Facebook Rules and Regulations
Welcome to the Bizzy Bees Facebook page. Our team is a lovely supportive & friendly group
and we would like it to remain so: therefore we do have a few rules so please take the time
to read through them thoroughly:
1. This is a group for parents and carers of children currently attending Bizzy Bees, their staff
and support staff and Committee Members. Due to the private nature of the information that
may be shared with members it will remain limited to these people.
2. No offensive posts as this may result in your access being removed. Any one creating
trouble in this group will be removed & banned.
3. Any post which is deemed to be inappropriate or hostile will be removed without notice at
the administrator’s discretion.
4. The administrator’s decision is final.
5. If you don't like a post or a comment just scroll past it or report it to a member of admin.
6. No advertising of anything including your own groups/selling pages, all adverts will be
removed & repeat offenders will be removed.
7. Anyone found blocking any member of admin will be banned permanently.
8. We will not be responsible for loss however such cause through the information contained
within.
9. This is not a substitute for proper communication with the nursery. If you wish to discuss
your child or arrangements for said child, please contact the nursery directly, not through this
Facebook page.
10. This is a fun addition to the proper workings of the nursery, and should be seen as such.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.
The Legal Stuff
You are solely responsible for the content you post or make available. We are not and
cannot be responsible for the behaviour of users. We cannot provide any warranty or
guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness, performance, completeness or suitability of the
information and materials offered by others.
You must only use this Facebook page to post, use or send content and messages that are
legal (in respect of the law applicable in England and Wales, Scotland and in any country
from which it is posted) and appropriate to the page. In addition, you must comply with the
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standards in these terms. We will determine, in our sole discretion, whether a contribution on
our page or any other activity breaches the standards in these terms. Any comments posted
which are seen to be in breach of this rule will be removed without notice.


You must not do any of the following:
defame, abuse, harass, stalk, intimidate, threaten or otherwise violate the legal rights
(such as rights of privacy or intellectual property rights where applicable) of others;
impersonate any other person or entity, whether actual or fictitious or falsely state or
otherwise misrepresent yourself, your age or your affiliation with any person or entity or
use or attempt to use another user’s account.



upload, post, transmit, share or otherwise make available any content that we deem to be
obscene, indecent, unlawful, harmful, threatening, defamatory, infringing, abusive,
inflammatory, harassing, vulgar, fraudulent, hateful, or racially, ethnically, sexually or
otherwise objectionable.



upload, post, transmit, share or otherwise make available any material which contains a
statement which you know or believe, or have reasonable grounds for believing, that
members of the public to whom the statement is, or is to be, published are likely to
understand as a direct or indirect encouragement or other inducement to the commission,
preparation or instigation of acts of terrorism.



unauthorised advertising, solicitations, promotional materials, "junk mail", "spam", "chain
letters", "pyramid schemes", or engage in any other form of solicitation.



upload, post, share or otherwise make available content unless you are sure there are no
restrictions on your ability to do so.



upload, post, share or otherwise make available any material that contains software
viruses or any other computer code, corrupted files, files or programs designed to
interrupt, destroy or limit the functionality of any computer software or hardware or
telecommunications equipment.



delete any required author attributions, legal notices or proprietary designations or labels
in, or falsify the origin or source of, any material that is uploaded.



upload, post, share or otherwise make publicly available any private information of any
other party, including, addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and credit card
numbers without first having obtain their consent to this.

This policy was adopted at a meeting of
Held on
Date to be reviewed

Bizzy Bees Pre-School
19th September 2016
September 2018

Signed on behalf of the provider
Name of signatory
Role of signatory (e.g. chair, director or owner)

Emma Brett
Chairperson
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